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Legal Responsibility
 IRSA
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The minister appoints the director of the Icelandic Radiation Safety Authority for a
term of five years at a time. The director shall have a university degree in the
institute’s sphere of activity. The director is in charge of the management of the
institute. He shall see to it being operated in accordance with existing laws and
regulations at all times, and is responsible for its daily operation.

Legal Responsibility

Article 5
The Icelandic Radiation Safety Authority undertakes:
1

Monitoring and supervising the implementation of this act, and the regulations
and rules set on grounds of the act.
Any inspections and research deemed as necessary cf. this act, and the
regulations and rules set on grounds of the act.
Monitoring workers’ exposure to ionizing radiation, and maintaining a dose
register of the results of the dose estimates for every worker.
Regular assessment of the total ionizing radiation exposure of the general
public from practices under this act.
Regular assessment of patients’ exposure to ionizing radiation from practices
under this act.
Monitoring and researching radioactive substances in foodstuffs and the
environment.
Instruction regarding radiation protection for workers who work with
radiation, as well as disseminating information to the general public and the
mass media.
Research in the field of radiation protection.
[The radiological part of radiation emergency preparedness, including the
analysis of threat, preparedness and operation of radiation monitoring systems,
and coordination of preparedness with internationally accepted practices.]1)
Necessary dosimetry and maintenance of national standards for use of ionizing
radiation Iceland] 1)
Collaborating with foreign authorities in the field of radiation protection and
nuclear issues.
Other factors pertaining to the implementation of this act, and other projects in
the field of radiation protection in accordance with further decisions thereon
by the minister.
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 Icelandic Food and
Veterinary Authority
 Icelandic Civil Protection
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[11] 1)
[12] 1)

The minister may request the institute to address certain matters or projects relating to
the duties under this act.
The institute shall prepare, apply for and maintain accreditation regarding certain
factors of research and inspections carried out by the institute.
The institute is authorized to enter into agreements on certain factors of the
Wednesday,implementation
14/04/2010 with parties who meet the professional criteria of the institute.
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Legal Responsibility
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 Icelandic Food and
Veterinary Authority
 Icelandic Civil Protection
IAEA:
National Competent Authority
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Division of Responsibility
 IRSA
 Icelandic Food and
Veterinary Authority
 Icelandic Civil Protection
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Division of Responsibility
 IRSA
 Icelandic Food and
Veterinary Authority
 Icelandic Civil Protection
EU directive 178/2002
MAST monitors
Responsibility of food producers
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The Icelandic Civil Protection





Coordination
Template designs
Generic plan
Scenario speciﬁc plans
• Airplane crash
• Volcano eruption
• N1H1 inﬂuenza
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The Icelandic Civil Protection
 Generic Template Plan:
•
•
•
•

Activate coordination center
Call in relevant authorities
Inform the public
Implement solution
• Evacuations
• Rescues

• Routinely update information
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The Icelandic Civil Protection
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A Recent Event
 Advice from Head Veterinarian:
•
•
•
•
•

Collect livestock
Keep livestock indoors
Do not use exposed feed
Provide uncontaminated feed/water
Close windows
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Response to fallout
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Response to fallout
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Response to radiological fallout
 Similarities between radioactive
and volcanic fallout
• radionuclides vs. harmful chemicals
• radionuclides easier to detect

 Planning for chemical pollution
is largely applicable to
radioactive materials in the
environment
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Radioecological Studies in Iceland
 Can’t import transfer
coeﬃcients
• Soil diﬀers
• Cs binding properties diﬀer

 Sub Arctic agriculture
 Semi-natural ecosystem
 Local studies needed
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The Timing is Right
 New laws enhance emergency
preparedness plans
 Civil Protection ready with
templates for plans
 IRSA’s recent report on
emergency preparedness
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Article 14
Temporary establishment and operation of service centres.
Concomitant with the operation of the coordination and command centre, the
National Commissioner of Police may, when a hazard arises or has already struck,
establish a service centre in connection with a specific hazard or hazard situation.
The functions of service centres shall include providing information to the
public and services to persons who have suffered injury or damage or been influenced
directly in other ways by the specific hazard. In addition, the service centre shall, in
collaboration with the relevant civil protection committees, handle relations with the
media regarding the measures taken at any given time.
Government ministries and local authorities, including their subordinate
bodies, shall provide temporary service centres with assistance in providing
information and services. The relevant local authorities shall be consulted regarding
the activities of service centres under this Article.

The Timing is Right
 New laws enhance emergency
preparedness plans
 Civil Protection ready with
templates for plans
 IRSA’s recent report on
emergency preparedness

SECTION VI
Preparation of response plans.
Article 15
Central government’s obligation to prepare response plans.
The individual government ministries and their subordinate bodies shall, in
collaboration with the National Commissioner of Police, examine the disaster survival
capacity of the sections of the Icelandic community falling under their range of
operations. Furthermore, the individual government ministries and the bodies they
administer shall, in collaboration with the National Commissioner of Police and in
conformity with the legislation applying to their spheres of activity, organise their
intended responses and measures to be taken according to a response plan, addressing,
amongst other things, the following points.
1. Organisation of measures.
2. Preparedness on the part of response bodies, including their manpower
resources, manpower training, equipment and administrative preparations.
3. Transport and telecommunications.
4. Implementation of measures in times of peril.
5. Coordination and command of measures taken by response bodies and
other bodies.
6. Trauma relief and assistance to victims.
7. Economic defensive measures, stock levels and emergency transport to
and from Iceland.
The National Commissioner of Police shall draw up response plans covering
those sections of the Icelandic community that do not fall under the range of
operations of each specific government ministry.
Response plans shall be signed and approved by the correct authorities.
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Article 16
The local authorities’ obligation to prepare response plans.
The local authorities and bodies under their administration shall, in
collaboration with the National Commissioner of Police, examine the disaster
12 survival
capacity in their administrative areas. Furthermore, the civil protection committees
shall, in collaboration with the National Commissioner of Police, draw up response
plans in accordance with the risk assessment in their administrative districts. Article
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Article 16
The local authorities’ obligation to prepare response plans.
The local authorities and bodies under their administration shall, in
collaboration with the National Commissioner of Police, examine the disaster survival
capacity in their administrative areas. Furthermore, the civil protection committees
shall, in collaboration with the National Commissioner of Police, draw up response
plans in accordance with the risk assessment in their administrative districts. Article
15 shall apply regarding the points covered in the response plans.
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The Timing is Right
 New laws enhance emergency
preparedness plans
 Civil Protection ready with
templates for plans
 IRSA’s recent report on
emergency preparedness
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Planned Activities
 Civil Protection:
• Comprehensive Preparedness Plan

 MAST:
• Adjusting plans to templates

 IRSA:
• Adjusting plans to templates
• Enhanced capability assessing
environmental radioactivity
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